Eating & Drinking Out (mostly local) - ApartmentsBerlin.eu
If you like Asian food, particularly Sushi and Thai, you’ll think you’ve died and gone to heaven
in Berlin, particularly Prenzlauer Berg. The quality and value for money is still, quite amazing!
Other food too, is really amazing value.
The list of quality eateries are endless but here’s a few we’ve discovered and are not
necessarily, commonly known..

BISQUITTE (Baker & Café) 🍴 ☕ 🍰 🍞
Corner of Erich-Weinert Straße & Schönhauser Allee - Prenzlauer Berg
Basically, there’s a Baker wherever you turn your head in Berlin and most double up as a Café.
Bisquitte is probably the nearest to the apartments and they do a great früstück (breakfast)!
Out of Apartments Berlin, turn left and at the end of Erich-Weinert. str. on the right.

HACKER (Baker) Web 🍰 🍰 🍰 🍞
Stargarder Straße 69 - Prenzlauer Berg
An old school Baker that’s been there since the DDR days and sells cakes the size of houses..
and cheap!!

SOWOHLALSAUCH 🍴 🍷 ☕ 🍰
Kollwitz Straße 88 - Prenzlauer Berg
‘Kaffee und Kuchen’ has to be done whilst in Germany. In fact, I think it’s the law. There are
numerous places that are great but Sowohl Als Auch (As well as…) has to be one of the best.
It’s in the Kollwitz Kiez (which can be a bit of an expensive tourist trap) but a lovely area
nevertheless. SOWOHLALSAUCH is a must. The best cakes anywhere!

BLUMENCAFÉ 🍴 ☕ 🍷 🍰 🌷
Schönhauser Allee 127a - Prenzlauer Berg
The Blumencafé uses primarily organic ingredients, and they have a range of breakfasts
served all day and a changing display of cakes, along with snacks like olives and sundried
tomatoes or roasted almonds...
Lovely in the summer to escape the sqwaking parrots (they're not that noisey), and sit outside
on the straw bales amidst the lovely display/stock of flowers and plants. I forgot to say, it’s a
florist too!

VAN HOA 🍴 🍺
Stargarder Straße 79 - Prenzlauer Berg
Without wanting to get too much ‘Master Chef’, more superb Asian food at very cheap prices.
This new Asia Imbiss serves very fast and good, high quality food with impeccable
presentation. Take-aways available too. It’s small, so you might have to wait but it’s worth it,
there’s quite a quick turn-around.

CHADA THAI 🍴 🍺
Erich-Weinert Straße 1— Prenzlauer Berg
This small, Thai restaurant serves good, plentiful and well-priced food, and at the end of the
street!!
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MAI THAI SNACK 🍴 🍺
Stargarder Straße 11 - Prenzlauer Berg
In the cool Stargarder Staße. Quick, good and cheap Asian food.

No. 1 SUSHI 🍴 🍺
Stargarder Straße 13 - Prenzlauer Berg
A couple of doors along from Mai Thai, No.1 Sushi serves good, very well priced Sushi before
5.00pm, Thai and Vietnamese dishes.

A.nam 🍴 🍺 - Web
Gleim Straße 38 - Prenzlauer Berg
Good food and prices!

PIZZERIA I DUE FORNI 🍴 🍺
Schönhauser Allee 12 - Prenzlauer Berg
Lively and very atmospheric Italian pizza/pasta restaurant. Large interior and large outside
terrace. Very popular and run by Italians, this is an exceptional food place for pizza lovers.

MAHARADSCHA 🍴 🍺

Fuggerstraße 21 - Schöneberg in West Berlin but worth the trip..
Indian Restaurants are a bit hard to come by in Berlin for some reason but this one is good!
A nice, friendly, family-run Indian restaurant. Good, plentiful food… and spicy, if you like it! 2for-1 on Sundays, midday to 17.00.

NAAN - Web🍴 🍺
Oderberger Straße 49 - Prenzlauer Berg
We recently discovered this restaurant and it’s a ‘no frills’ but nice, friendly restaurant. Good
prices and above all, good, authentic Indian food (apart from the pakoras which always come
as onion rings in Germany). We can say that the curries are suitably spicy and can recommend
the Vindaloo and Madras!!

PANE E VINO 🍴 🍺
Kastanienallee 2 - Prenzlauer Berg
A ‘down-to earth’ no-frills Italian Restaurant. Very good food and service.
Pizzas and pasta dishes at €3.90!! Ridiculous! Very popular surprisingly enough.

COTTO E CRUDO - Web 🍴 🍺
Eberswalder Straße 33 - Prenzlauer Berg
Lovely, friendly little Italian bar/restaurant, a stone throw from Mauer Park. Enjoy a 'Spritz'
outdoors and watch the world go by. Great food too!
Cotto has opened a Pizza Bar next door also but only go if you’re really hungry! They’re big!!!
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STARGARDER BURGER 🍴 🍺
Stargarder Straße 75 - Prenzlauer Berg
Good, hand-made burgers while you wait. Organic meat an option too. McDonalds doesn’t
come anywhere near it!

BABEL - Web 🍴 🍺
Kastanienallee 33 - Prenzlauer Berg
Located conveniently on Kastanienallee between funky shops, bars and boutiques, Babel, a
Lebanese/Middle Eastern eatery, is the perfect place to take a break and engorge yourself with
a delicious, fresh falafel Teller (plate). The vegetables are always fresh, the mango sauce is
delightful and the pickled turnips. Without a doubt, these lightly cinnamon and nutmeg spiced
falafels are the best in town.

KONNOPKE'S IMBIß - Web 🍴 🍺
Schönhauser Allee 44 B - Prenzlauer Berg
Under the Eberswalderstrasse station arches, in the middle of the road.

'Imbiss' means snack or light meal and are normally in the form of a mobile or semipermanent food stand.
Konnopke’s Imbiß has been serving its legendary bites since 1930, and is renowned for
its tasty Currywurst. What’s so special about the sauce they serve? It’s a secret, one
that’s been kept in the Ziervogel family for generations. They start dishing the stuff out
at the spritely hour of 6am.
THÜRINGER STUBEN - Web 🍴 🍺
Stargrader Straße 28 - Prenzlauer Berg
A very traditional German restaurant with a good traditional German menu. High quality, good
service. Not overly cheap but very good.

ZUM SCHUSTERJUNGEN - Web 🍴 🍺
Danziger Straße 9 - Prenzlauer Berg
Another very traditional German restaurant with a good traditional German menu. Been there
since GDR days!

KOHLENQUELLE - Web

🍴🍺

Kopenhagener Straße 16 - Prenzlauer Berg
A very ‘East Berlin’ bar that has a small but very good food menu during the day. Situated
conveniently on a sunny corner at the end of the footbridge connecting to Dänenstr., it has
plenty of outdoor seating with a mini beach (sandy) area to sit and catch the afternoon/evening
sun.

WOHNZIMMER - Web 🍴 🍺
Lettestrasse 6 - Prenzlauer Berg
Immediately behind the door of this shabbily elegant 'living room' there's a bar-like structure
made from an ensemble of kitchen cabinets and threadbare divans. Evening light from
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candelabra reflects on gold-sprayed walls Wohnzimmer (Living Room), is a typlical East-Side
bar. You'll love it! Don’t take your dog though, they’re no longer dog-friendly for some reason!

BEAKERS - Web 🍴 🍺
Duncker Straße 69 - Prenzlauer Berg
Great, friendly P’berg Café/Bar. Non-smoking so you’ll have to go out if you partake. Great for
Kaffee & Kuchen, snack, meal cocktails or a beer! Our personal favourite (one of them) 👍

BADFISH - Web 🍻
Stargarder Straße 14 - Prenzlauer Berg
Really friendly bar with wicked 241 ‘Angry (Happy) Hours’
Be aware that most bars are ‘Raucherkneipe’ (smoking bars). This is one. If you’re lucky, you
might get a complimentary basket of popcorn…

GODOT Café/Bar 🍴 🍺
Kastanienallee 16 - Prenzlauer Berg
Now this is no smoking. Another gem in P’Berg. Famous for it’s cocktails. Happy hour from
around 18.00 - 21.00 daily.

Eetcafé LINDA CARRELL - Web 🍴 🍺
Rhinower Straße 3 - Prenzlauer Berg
Great little place. Hidden gem. Cozy, intimate and quiet with a log-burning stove! Great
selection of Dutch/Belgium beers. Good wine and retro fondus available. Open from 17.00 Closed Sundays.
LE MIDI 🍴 ☕

Greifenhagener Straße 17 - Prenzlauer Berg
A lovely little café just oﬀ the intersection with Stargarder Straße. A strong French theme serving
teas, coﬀees an Provencal dishes such as quiches or Roquefort pears and baguettes. Love it!

BIERGARTENS
PRATER - Web 🍴 🍺
Kastanien Allee 7-9 - Prenzlauer Berg
Seasonal, self-service beer garden with 600 seats under chestnut trees, for locally brewed beers.
Apparently Berlin’s oldest biergarten.

EMILS - Web 🍴 🍺
Berliner Straße 80-82— Prenzlauer Berg
Emils is on the grounds of the old Willner Brewery Berlin and is open from April to October,
weather permitting from 15 clock, otherwise from 17 o’clock.
Just up the road and serves great pizzas also.

CAFÉ AM NEUEN SEE - Web 🍴 🍺
Lichtensteinallee 2, 10787 - In the Tiergarten
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Posh Café with a large, regular biergarten beside Neuensee boating lake in the Tiergarten. A little
more expensive but you can sit beside the lake in the Tiergarten after. Personally, we think it’s
worth paying a bit more.

#
Great place to see what and where others recommend in Prenzlauer Berg..
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